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Diskeeper Keeps Windows 2008 Servers Healthy 
 
 

“We keep all servers on a 5-year evergreen cycle and found Diskeeper was able to help us attain 

that goal by keeping our servers from becoming fragmented and bogging down, overall giving us a 

much healthier server for a longer period of time and with better ROI. 

 

“We are running Windows 2008 servers, three SQL 2005 servers and have a blade server 

connected by fiber to a SAN. We also run SharePoint 2007 with Diskeeper.” 

 
Tracy Newton, IT Manager. Parkland School Division No.70 

 

 

“We are a medium-sized organization with 3 HP G5/G6 Servers running Windows 2003 & 

Windows 2008; the roles include our Domain Controller, Exchange 2007, and Citrix. We have 45 

workstations connected to the Network. Having Diskeeper on our Servers and PCs keeps them 

working optimally. Without Diskeeper they slow down over time.   

 

Having Diskeeper keeps our equipment working like new. Also, having the central console makes 

deployment and management of Diskeeper easy, and with the IntelliWrite and I-FAAST technologies, 

there is no work required on my part. An optimized system with no extra work for the IT Staff?  This is 

a no-brainer for any company.” 

 
Brian Le Flem, MCP, IT Manager, BITC Northern Ireland 

 
 

“I will be happy to give references for Diskeeper to other Network Administrators. I'm using 

Diskeeper EnterpriseServer on two different RAID drives. The RAID 5 is 6.35 TB and the other is on a 

large disk array with RAID 5 that is partitioned into smaller disk, the largest being 2.25 TB. 

 

“I run Windows 2003 and Windows 2008 servers used as domain controllers, and run 

Retrospect Backup Server edition. Before installing Diskeeper my backup application would crash, 

or use high amounts of resources. I follow a disk-to-disk-to-tape regimen for backups. 

The disks file IO with constant additions/removal of backup files. Diskeeper keeps the level of 

fragmentation of these disks to a minimum.” 

 
Greg Noelken, Network Administrator, Washington University 

 

“We installed Diskeeper on our first production Windows 2008 server and saw system performance 

restored to favorable levels within two hours.  The server had been running in a degraded state for 

some time and now our users are thrilled. Thanks for the great start. 

 

“It is a three year old IBM SAN server that is dedicated to one of our departments. This is our nurse 

call system – it is vital.  They were seeing unworkable latency and were ready to replace the 

server.  After Diskeeper ran they see sub-second responses and are very pleased.  Problem solved.” 

 

Craig Parrish, Manager, Network and Telecom, Palomar Pomerado Health 
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“Love the Diskeeper product. It is easy, quiet and runs on its’ own! We run mostly Windows 2008 

servers and Diskeeper is working quite well, in the back ground and silently doing its job.” 

 

Jim Smith, Network Administrator, Braintree Electric Light Department 

 

 

“Everything is going well with Diskeeper. No complaints from end users and don't think they wouldn’t 

notice a difference... which is good because if the system were slow, my phone would be ringing.  

 

“Diskeeper is installed on all systems. The servers are Windows 2003 and 2008. All desktops are 

Windows XP. We used to manually have to defragment the HD’s which was a major pain and used a 

lot of IT time. This usually happened when the system was 6 months old. Now I can push Diskeeper 

out to the machines and let automatic defrag do the work. This cuts down on many, MANY of my IT 

Related service calls due to slow or sluggish PC’s, or dreaded blue screen of death.” 

 
Jeff La Clair, IT Director, Baltimore Museum of Art 

 

 

 “I’m running the new Diskeeper with Instant Defrag on a Windows 7 server with domain controller, 

and on Windows 2008 using EqualLogic SAN. These systems run quite a bit faster – especially on 

VMware. I was quite surprised at that." 

 

“I run Dell servers. I have serial attached storage on a number of them, MD1000 storage boxes with 

up to 3 TB per box. I run RAID 1, RAID 5 and RAID 10 on different servers. Diskeeper working 

excellently and we see the expected performance improvement. I do recommend Diskeeper to 

others. Definitely! 

 
Paul Rohrer, Director of Technology Service, ASCI 

 

 

“Diskeeper with Instant Defrag is great. We have had no problems at all. We have a few terabytes of 

information. Before Diskeeper, it would take eons to back up a couple hundred gig including 

verification. This would affect some operations. Now the backup happens in a handful of hours and 

our employees can work as scheduled. Network speed is always fast and consistently that way.” 

 

“Our system: A server with Hyper-v, Exchange 2007, Windows 2008 Enterprise and Standard. We 

have a replication/failover server for the preceding systems. We use six 2003 Standard Server for 

various functions - web hosting, ftp, etc. We are running Hyper-V, RAID, SAN, NAS, ISCSI, EMC, 

Bitlocker. The workstations run some Vista business and Ultimate. The Diskeeper Administrative 

software is a big plus as well.” 

 
John Kukulka, Network Administrator, AliJas, Inc. 

 


